Controlled Chaos
Created by Debi Feyh for Nordic Needle
Bargello Newsletter, June 17, 2013

Stitch Count: 35 x 250
Design Size: 2" x 14"

Wave
Rainbow Gallery (RG) Neon Rays #N35
RG Petite Very Velvet #V630

Scallop
RG Splendor #S950, 6 ply
RG Very Velvet #V250

Chevron
ThreadworX Size 5 PC #51076
RG Rainbow Tweed #RT42

Step 4-1 Design
DMC PC 5 #504
Watercolours #294

Step 4-2 Design
DMC PC 5 #504
Step 4-2 Design

DMC PC 5 #504
Watercolours #294
Kreinik #8 Braid #3508
(2 strands)

Hungarian Point

RG Linen #R471
Leah’s #8 PC #838
use 2 strands

Flame - always has red in the bottom and goes light to dark mono

Gentle Art Sampler - Raven
use 6 strands
Anchor #5 PC #400
Anchor #5 PC #398
RG Crystal Braid #CR03

4 Way Bargello

DMC #5 PC #550
DMC #5 PC #4255
DMC #5 PC #553
RG Fuzzy Stuff #FZ23
DMC #5 PC #4045
Diamond
Watercolours #214
Watercolours #205
DMC #5 PC #996

Byzantine with compensating stitches
DMC Rayon Floss #30321
DMC #5 PC #B5200
Bella Lusso Wool #746
use 2 strands

Random
You choose your colors!!!
After all it is Random
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